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BEFORE THE FOCUS GROUP: 

✔  Set the TIME: The focus group should be at least 60 minutes and no more than 90 minutes (25 percent of sessions is usually 

devoted to socializing and eating).

✔  Pick the PLACE: It should be a place that is convenient for people to get to, comfortable for everyone, and quiet. You don’t     

want to hold a focus group in a room where others are walking in and out, or where there is another activity going on.

✔  Recruit PARTICIPANTS: Think about what kind of people can help you answer your research questions. You need to identify 

people who have diverse experiences and perspectives to give you useful information. Depending on your question, you 

may want to have representatives from all different groups (all ages), or just one group (Latino students). Also consider the 

comfort level of participants: Would a single-gender group get you more candid information than a coed group? 

✔  Provide INCENTIVES: Food during the focus group, gift certificates, prizes, and the like can increase participation. 

DURING THE FOCUS GROUP:

INTRODUCE YOURSELF, THE PURPOSE OF THE FOCUS GROUP, AND GROUND RULES.

✔  Explain the purpose of the focus group.

✔   Thank participants for being there, and let them know that they are important to your study.

✔   Explain the facilitator’s and recorder’s roles and ask permission to video or audiotape. Get signed consent forms.

✔   Establish ground rules (e.g., everyone should participate; all ideas are equally valid; there are not right or wrong answers).

✔   Ask if there are other agreements to add.

USE AN ICE-BREAKER TO INTRODUCE EVERYONE AND INCREASE COMFORT.

ASK YOUR QUESTIONS.

✔  Have a list of questions in an order that starts broad and moves to more specifics. 

✔  Use open-ended questions. 

✔   Ask follow-up questions like, “Tell me more about what you are saying.”

CLOSE THE DISCUSSION.

✔  Thank everyone for coming. 

✔  Let them know how you will use the information.

✔  Get their contact information so that you can send them your final report/findings.

AFTER THE FOCUS GROUP: 

✔  Review your audio/video tape of the discussion. Listen for the most common ideas. Pay attention to who says what. For 

example: Do adults tend to think differently than students?

✔ Send thank you notes if you have time.
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